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Definition

An attitude, quality, or way of behaving that 
agrees with traditional ideas about men being 
very strong and aggressive.





Machismo

● In terms of machismo, men have an uncontrollable sexual 
drive that they should satisfy anyway they choose to

● Women should only have one sexual partner (their husband, 
who controls their sexuality)
○ Marianismo says that women are morally superior to 

men. They should be sexually pure, and completely 
devoted to their children and husband.

● Being sexually involved with a variety of women proves 
masculinity 
○ Santiago, the narrator, Ibrahim Nasar, etc.



Machismo

● Men frequent bars and brothels 
○ Maria Alejandrina Cervantes

● This increases the risk of STIs 
○ Pedro Vicario’s “sergeant's blennorrhea”

● Traditional characteristics with machismo are physical 
strength, emotional insensitivity, and aggressiveness 
○ Vicario brothers’ need to murder Santiago Nasser



Examples from the Book
● “Pedro Vicario asked to borrow her husband’s shaving implements, and 

she brought him the brush, the soap, the hanging mirror, and the safety 
razor with a new blade, but he shaved with his butcher knife. Clotilde 
Armenta thought that was the height of machismo” (Garcia Marquez 63).

● Prudencia Cotes (Pablo’s fiancee) - “I knew what they were up to...and I 
didn’t only agree, I never would have married him if he hadn’t done what a 
man should do” (62).

● Prudencia’s mother - “I can imagine my sons...Honor doesn’t wait” (62).



● Pura Vicario - “She devoted herself with such spirit of 
sacrifice to the care of her husband and the rearing of her 
children that at times one forgot she still existed” (31). 
*Marianismo

● “The brothers were brought up to be men. The girls had been 
reared to get married” (31).
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